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EnerFy fluxes of the (1,.1) atmospheric oscillation

G. V. Groves

Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University College London, Gower Street,

London WClE GT, England

Abs tract

'The global mean vertical energy flux of the (1,1,1) mode

of atmlospheric oscillation is evaluated at 80 km altitude by

classical tidal theory for ::ean Junuary, April, July and

October conditions using revised profiles of water vapour

and ozone heating. Fluxes calculated for January and July

are lower than those for AprAl and October due to seasonal

changes in water vapour, solar declination and Sun-Earth

distance. Flux values obtained are com~pared with a previously

stated requirement for maintaining the residual thermosphere

and are adequate unless damping, which is ignored in the

present calculations, introduces a factor of more than an

order of 10 in magnitude. The relative changes of flux

between the above four months are noted to be similar in form

to the semi-annual variation of thermospheric air densities.
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1. Introduction

The upward ener&y flux propagated into the lower thermo-

sphere from below by diurnal atmospheric oscillations was

calculated by Lindzen (1967) to be about half the downward

flux of solar radiation absorbed above 105 km when averaged

globally. Although many approximations are involved in

such a calculation, the result indicates that tidal energy

dissipation may be a significant factor in thermospheric

heating.

In a sivilar analysis for the (1,1,1) oscillation the

separate wave contributions excited by water vapour and

ozone absorption of solar radiation were examined and it was

found (Groves, 1976) that the am:plitude of the wave excited

by water vapour absorption was reduced by 75 per cent by a

wave of opposite phase excited by ozone absorption. within

the limits of accuracy of such evaluations, the waves excited

by water vapour and ozone absorptions were possibly of

comparable magnitude and opposite phase, in which case the

upward energy flux could be greatly varied by small relative

changes in heating between the two absorbing regions arising

for example from the seasonal meridional movement of water

vapour.

A detailed exami ition of diurnal heating was therefore

undertaken (Groves, 1977) based on a more comprehensive

model of specific humidity, in which the dryness of the

upper troposphere was realistically modelled and ozone



heating reduced in accord with observational data on ozone

densities from Park and London (1974). A further refinement

was the change from a constant scale height to. a realistic

scale height profile for the basic atmosphere. The revised

calculations were carried out for mean January, April, July

and October conditions. The amplitude of the (1,1,1)

oscillation that would be excited by water vapour absorption*

alone was then found to be reduced by 38 per cent instead of

75 per cent by the presence of the oscillation excited by ozone

absorption. With this lower value for the reduction, the

idea of a highly variable energy flux arising from two nearly

cancelling waves became rather unlikely. The main seasonal

variation shown by the results was a 50 per cent lower value

in July than at other times, which arose from the increase in

Sun-Earth distance and solar declination and the meridional

displacement of water vapour into the N hemisphere: for

January, the effect of the net meridional displacement of water

vapour into the S hemisphere was largely counterbalanced by the

reduced Sun-Earth distance. The results of the analysis

therefore failed to approximate to a semi-annual type of

variation and hence to indicate on these grounds at least,

any direct relationship betw6en tidal heating and the well-known

semi-annual variation of thermospheric air densities (CIRA,

1972). In two other respects however the results (Groves,

19??) were not incompatible with the thermospheric phenomenon:

q



(i) energy flux magnitudes were apparently adequate to maintain

the residual thermosphere, i.e. the thermosphere after removal

of solar heating, and (ii) the 30 per cent July decrease of

energy flux was of the same magnitude as the July air density

decrease found in the semi-annual variation.

The present paper continues the investigation of the

enerry flux propagated by the (1,1,1) oscillation and its

possible relevance to thermospheric heating. The analysis

is based on revised calculations of water vapour and ozone

heating (Groves, 1962a,b), but the method of calculating the

energy flux is the same as before (Groves, 1977)' i.e. by

classical tidal theory, no account being taken of dissipation

or background winds.

2. (1.,1) conronents of water vapour and ozone heating

Detailed accounts of the calculation and evaluation of

nough components of water vapour and ozone heating for mean

January, April, July and October conditions have previously

been given (Groves, 1982a,b). A significant modification

to tropospheric heating rates was made by the introduction

of cloud-related scattering, the effect of which has been to

reduce heating in the lower troposphere and increase it at

mid-tropospheric heights. The continuous lines in Fig. 1

shoW the heating profiles previously reported which are based

on the absorption coefficients of Somerville et al. (1974).
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Fig. 1 Heating rate profiles for the" (1,1,1) mode due to water vapour
absorption. Key: - from Groves (1982b) and based on the
absorption coefficients of Somerville et al. (1974); ----
evaluated with the absorption coefficients of Kersehens et al.
(1976). x = ln(surface pressure + pressure). Heights
correspond to a constant scale height of 7.5 km.
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Fig. 2 Heating rate profiles for the (1,1,1) mode due to ozone

absorption. Key: ...... Lndzen 01967); .... Groves (1977);

Groves (1982a).
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Many sets of water vapour absorption coefficients have been

published in recent years and, for some of these, maximum

heating rates are calculated which are 30 per cent greater

than those obtained with the coefficients of Somerville

et al. (1974). The energy flux calculations have therefore

been carried out for both sets of profiles in Fig. 1, the

second set being based on the absorption coefficients of

Kerschens et al. (1976).

Fig. 2 shows a comparison between the Hough components

of ozone heating (Groves, 1982a) and earlier equinox profiles.

The dotted curve is from Lindzen (1967) and was adopted for

examining the separate tropospheric and stratospheric

contributions (Groves, 1976). The dashed curve is the

modification introduced below 40 km in the subsequent

re-examination (Groves, 1977). The latest profiles have

been derived from latitudinal ozone cross-sections based

on observed densities, and below 40 km they extend the

previous modification to still lower heating rates.

Above 40 km, values are lower than the earlier ones by a

factor of more than two at some heights.
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5. Contributions of tropospheric and stratosnheric heutinu

to the (11 4) oscillation at 80 km

The linearization employed in classical tidal theory

enables the oscillation at any given height to be expressed

as a superposition of incremental oscillations arising from

different levels of heating. In the present calculations

80 km is the upper limit of the reGion of thermal excitation

and it is at this height that we evaluate the oscillation

and thence the vertical energy flux. The evaluation has

previously been undertaken of the (1,1,1) thermal response

weighting function Wt(z) which weights the (1,1,1) component

of heating at height z according to its contribution to the

oscillation at 80 km (Groves, 1975, 1982c). Wt(z) may be

calculated from Equ. 11.8 of Groves (198 2c). Fig. 5 shows

Wt(z) for this mode on an arbitrary scale. The values of

pressure scale height adopted at 0(2)26 km are 8.75, 8.46,

8.14, 7.82, 7.53, 6.98, 6.63, 6.22, 5.90, 5.99, 6.14, 6.24,

6.39, 6.56 km and at 28(2)150 km values are taken from the

mean CIRA (1972).

A characteristic feature of the (1,1,1) mode which is

apparent in Fig. 5 is its oscillatory nature with a

wavelength of roughly 25 to 30 km. A second feature of

Wt(z) (Fig. 3) is the exponential-like decay of the function

with height, which arises as a consequence of the decrease

of atmospheric density with height and the associated
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increase of wave amplitudes with upward propagation.

Larger amplitudes are therefore generated at 80 km by lower

levels of thermal excitation and accordingly larger values

of Wt(z) are found at lower heights. In the troposphere

Ut(z) is almost entirely of one sign, whereas at

stratospheric/mesospheric heights there are-two regions of

positive values and two regions of negative values. As

radiational heatinrg has the same phase at all heights,

maximizing at local noon, the positive and negative

contributions to the oscillation at 80 km arising from the

thermal excitations at different heights below 80 km are

directly additive. The summation involves the integral

r 4 W ()J(5) C1~ 5
0

where J is the heating rate profile (Figs. 1 and 2). For

z _ ZS = 80 km, we have J(z) = 0 and F(z) = F(zs).

By Equs. 11.3 to 11.8 of Groves (198c) the oscillation

(of any atmospheric parameter) at height z - zS has F(zS ) as

a factor (denoted by J(O) in Groves (1982c)), and

the seasonal variation of the oscillation at this height

arising from the seasonal changes of J, as shown for example

in Figs. 1 and 2, is proportional to the corresponding

variation of F(zs).
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Fig. 3 Thermal response weighting function ' (7) for the (1,1,1) mode plottedt
on an arbitrary scale along the abscissa (Groves, 1982c).
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Fig. 4 F(z) (equation 1) plotted on an arbitrary scale. z is the upper
hxd lt limit of tropospheric heating. z, = 80 km, tWe upper height
limit of stratospheric/mesospheric heating. The heating rate profile,

J, used in equn. 1 is for January.
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F(z) is shown in Fig. 4 on an arbitrary scale for the

January heating rate profile, the tropospheric heating

rates being those based on the absorption coefficients of

Somerville et al. (1974). Of particular interest is the

value of F(zs) in relation to that of F(zT), where z, is

the upper limit of tropospheric heating. Fig. 4 shows

that F(zs) = 0.876 F(zT), i.e. wave amplitudes at 80 km

due to tropospheric heating are reduced by 12.4 per cent

by the excitation due to ozone heating. The corresponding

reductions for the three other months are between 9 and 124

per cent. These reductions are smaller than the value of

38 per cent previously calculated (Grnves, 1977) mainly on

account of the lower ozone heatinc; rates now employed

(FiCg. 2). If the water vapour absorption coefficients of

Kerschelis et al. (1974) are adopted, the correspondind

reduction is 9.1 ver cent for January. The values in the

three other months lie in the range 8 to 10 per cent.

The choice of absorution coefficients does riot therefore

affect the general conclusion that the reduction of

amplitude of the tropospherically excited wave at 80 km by

that due to ozone heating is small in all seasons.

Fig. 5 shows the values obtained for F(zS) and F(zT)

in January, April, July and October. F(z S ) is lower in Jan-

uary and July than April and October when the values are nearly

equal; the decrease in January being about half that in July.
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Fig. 5 Vonthly mean values of F(z T) F(z S ) for January, April, July and
October.
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Fig. 6 (a) E, the globally-averaged (1,1,1) undamped energy flux into the

lower therriosphere. The values shown are based on the absorption
coefficients of Somerville et al. (1974), but are not affected by
more than the thickness of the plotbd line if those of Kerschens
et al. (1976) are taken.

(b) 6logf , the CIRA, (1972) semi-annual variation in log(air density)

at 300 k..-.
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Fig. 5 shows that the seasonal variation in F(zs) arises

almost entirely in the troposphere, i.e. from F(zT), being

slightly augmented by a very small variation in the

stratospheric contribution, F(zT) - F(zs). Data of a

seasonal nature that have been introduced into the

calculation of tropospheric heating are the global

distributions of cloud amount and specific humidity, the

solar declination and the Sun-Earth distance. The greater

distance of the Sun in July than January would account for

most of the decrease of F(zT) in July with respect to the

January value, leaving decreases of approximately the same

amount in January and July relative to April and October to

be accounted for by other effects. The effect of the

seasonal variation in cloud amount has been investigated

by recalculating F(zT) with the same global distribution

of cloud for each of the four months (taken equal to the

average for the four seasonal distributions). The resulting

changes in F(zT) are found to be inconsequential, being

less than 0.7 per cent. The roughly equal decreases in

F(ZT) in January and July relative to April and October

therefore arise in these calculations from the change in

the adopted distributions of specific humidity in conj.inction

with that of the solar declination between the respective

months.
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4. Mean (,l1,) energry flux E at 80 km

E denotes the globally.-averaged value of the

time-averaged vertical energy flux at 80 km. It is

evaluated here for the (1,1,1) mode by classical tidal

theory using Equ. 11.9 of Groves (1982c) with the Newtonian

cooling constant taken as zero. The continuous line ir.

Fig.6a joins values obtained for log E/Ejan , where Ejan

is the January value of E, the absorption coefficients

employed being those of Somerville et al. (1974). As

E oC F(Zs) 2, Fig.6a is readily constructed from Fig. 5.

With the absorption coefficients of Kerschens et al. (1976),

Fig. 6a is not affected by :ore than the thickness

of the plotted line. On the other hand EJan is

highly dependent on the choice of absorption coefficients,

values of 1.34 and 2.68 mW/m2 being obtained with the

absorption coefficients of Somerville et al. (1974) and

Kerschens et al. (1976) respectively. The factor of 2.00

difference between these values can reasonably be attributed

to the difference between the two sets of heating profiles

in Fig. 1 and the dependence of energy flux on the square

of wave amplitude. These values considerably exceed the

previous estimate of 0.4 mW/m 2 for the undamped flux at

80 kin (Groves, 1977). Higher values are now obtained

due to (i) the smaller reduction in wave amplitude by ozone

excitation, i.e. 8 to 14 per cent instead of 58 per cent,
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and (ii) the closer correspondence of the revised tropospherc

heating profiles (Fig. 1) with the weighting function W

(Fig. 3) as a result of the inclusion of cloud-related

scattering of solar radiation.

The rate of heat input above 100 km needed to maintain

a residual exospheric temperature of 500 K,'corresponding

to a zero level of solar activity, has been estimated as

0.1 m7/! 2 (Volland, 1969). The above estimates of

undamped energy flux indicate that tidal energy could

adequately supTly the required heating, provided the flux

reaching the region of 100 km has not been reduced by more

than an order of 10 in magnitude due to dissipative processes

below 100 km. In the absence of more detailed calculations

we refer to those of Lindzen and Blake (1971) in which

(1,1,1) amplitudes were reduced. by a factor of about 2 at

105 km due to viscosity, eddy conductivity and radiative

damping with respect to undamped values: for energy flux

the corresponding reduction would be by a factor of about 4.

When taken with the above values of E (either 1.34 or 2.68

mW/m 2 ) an energy flux into the lower thermosphere is indicated

which is more than adequate to supply the heating requirement

estimated for maintaining the residual th-rmosphere (0.1 mVW/m2).

A feature of the (1,1,1) energv flux shown by Fig. 6a is

a semi.-arnual type of variation. With only four determin-

ations in January, April, July and October the yearly cycle
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is obviously not well defined, but these four months are

expected to be those of maximum or minimum heating with

respect to solar distance, declination and water vapour

movement and should therefore indicate the general nature

of the yearly cycle. Fig. 6b shows the variation in

in log(air density) relative to the January.value in the

thermosphere (CIRA,1972) and a high degree of similarity

with Fig.6a is evident.

5. Discussion

Previously calculated height profiles of the (1,1,1)

Hough components of heating due to water vapour and ozone

absorption for mean January, April, July and October conditios;

(Figs. 1 and 2) have been used to calculate by classical tidal

theory the globally averaued flux of (1,1,1) energy

propagating upwards at 80 km in a non-dissipating atmosphere.

The results obtained (Fig. 6a) show that fluxes for January

and July are lower than those for April and October, the

relative decrease for January being about half that for July.

Consideration has been given to the origin of the changes

of flux between the respective dates in terms of the adopted

data. The value for July it lower than for January on

account of the greater Sun-Earth distance and January and

July values are otherwise ]ower than those for April and

October due to changes in the global distribution of water
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vapour in conjunction with the change of solar declination:

the effect on the energy flux of changes in ozone heating

between the respective dates is found to-be relatively

inconsequential.

Calculations carried out for two different sets of

water vapour absorption coefficients (Fig. 6a) show the

relative changes of flux for the four dates to be insensitive

to the particular absorption data adopted. On the other

hand the values obtained for the unda:mped flux differ

appreciably, being 1.54 and 2.68 m.'/m 2 for the two sets of

data. The extent to which these values would be reduced by

damping below, say 1U5 kia, is uncertain, but previous

calculations (Lindzen and Blake, 1971) indicate a factor of

four in which case the present work yields a flux that is

still well in excess of the energy requirement of 0.1 wo/m 2

estimated by Volland (1969) for maintaining a residual

exospheric temperature of 500 K.

Compared with previous calculations (Groves, 1977), the

yearly cycle defined by January, April, July and October

evaluations now shows a much closer similarity with that of

the semi-annual variation of thermospheric air densities

(Fir,. 6). The present calculations are however based on

a number of simplifyirng assumptions such as the neglect of

background winds which might also contribute to the yearly

cycle of the vertical energy flux, and further analysis is
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con;si cred necessary before any definite conclusion mig;ht

be reached on the physical origfin of the semi-annual varintion

r
of tho iospheric air densities.
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Thermospheric enerpy flux of the semidiurnal tide

G. V. Groves

Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University College London,

England

Absract

The upward enerty flux of the (2,2,2) mode of atmospheric

oscillation generated by water vapour and ozone radiational

heating is calculated at 125 km for mean January, April,

July and October conditions. The values obtained for the

glob-l mean flux lie close 'to 0.05 m'./m with a small reduction

in July amounting to 15/o of the average for the other three

months. The effect of semidiurnal tidal heating on exospheric

temperature is discussed with reference to the earlier work

of Lindzen & Blake (1970) and it is concluded that the

semidiurnal tide causes a relatively small increase in

exospheric temperature of 55 K.
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1. Introduction

Dissipation of most tidal modes occurs below 130 km with the

notable exception of the leading semidiurnal mode, i.e. the

(2,2,2) mode, which is dissipated over a wide range of heights

primarily above 130 kn and should therefore be relatively

effective in heating the thermosphere (Lindzen & Blake, 1970).

On the basis of previous detailed calculations (Lindzen, 1970),

Lindzen & blake (1970) took equatorial values of 0.3 and 0.4
2o

mW/m2 for the time-averaged upward energy flux of the (2,2,2)

mode (excited by water vapour and ozone radiational heating)

and showed using the one-dimensional heat conduction equation

that exospheric temperatures of about 600-700 K could be

r aintained without EUV heating. Their calculations also

showed that with a noon EUV flux of 1.4 mW/m 2 the exospheric

temperature would be increased by more than 200 K to just

over 1300 K by the presence of a 0.4 irw/m 2 tidal energy flux.

Evaluations of the semidiurnal water vapo-ur and ozone

tidal excitations have recently been undertaken (Forbes &

Garrett, 1978; Walterscheid et al., 1980; Groves, 1982a,b)

which significantly differ from the earlier results upon which

the above values of energy flux (0.3 - 0.4 mU/m 2 ) were based.

A re-evaluation of the (2,2,2) energy flux entering the lower

thermosphere therefore appears to be in order and in the present

paper this is undertaken using the calculated heating rates of

Groves (l982a,b). The procedure followed is similar to that

by which (1,1,1) energy fluxes have been evaluated (Groves,

1982c).
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Fig. 1 Heating rate profiles for the (2,2,2) mode due to water vapour
absorption. Key - from Groves (1982a); 1--- from Siebert
(1961). x = ln(6urface prensure + pressure). Heights
correspond to a constant scale height of 7.5 km.
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Fig. 2 Heating rate profiles for the (2,2,2) mode due to ozone
absorption. Key - from Groves (1982b); ---- from ChaFman
and Lindzen (1970).
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2. Water va:)our and ozone heating

Fig. 1 shows the (2,2,2) heating rate profile for water

vapour absorption evaluated for mean January, April, July and

October conditions (Groves, 1982a). The dashed curve in Fig. 1

is the earlier evaluation of Siebert (1961) which was adopted

by Chapman & Lindzen (1970) and Lindzen & Blake (1971). The

lower values now evaluated for the upper troposphere arise from

more realistic representation of the dryness of the upper

troposphere; the higher values for the mid troposphere arise

from the inclusion of cloud-related scatterins; and the lower

values nearer to the surface arise from the consequent shielding

effect of the clouds.

CorreSponding plots for ozone heating are shown in Fig. 2.

October values are not shown being nearly the same as the April

values (iroves, 1982b).

. Contributions of water vapour and o7one heatinfg to the

(2.2,?) oscillation at 80 k:m!

We take zS = 80 km as the upper height of thermal excitation

J of 'the (2,2,2) mode, this being the quantity plotted in

Figs. 1 and 2, and evaluate

W4 ) T())

where Wt( ) weip',hts J( ) according to its contribution in

the interval (S , + d5 ) to the oscillation at a given higher

level, e.g. at 80 km. by hEqus. 11.3 to 11.8 of Gr-re. (1982d)
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Fig. 3 U.(z) for the (2,2,2) code plotted on an arbitrary scale acng
te abscissa.
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Fig- 4 FWz (equation 1) plotted on an arbitrary scale. zis the upper
height limit of tropospheric hecatir.g. z S 8o kin, The uppr-r height
limit of stnojei/e:shrchenting. Key: - based on tht
January profiles in Figs. 1 and 2; ---- based on the dashed profiles
in Figs. 1 and P.
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the oscillation (of any of the main atnospheric parameters) at

a iiven heiTht z ;. z, has F(z 8 ) as the J-deependen. factor.

F(z,) is equal to - 1j #(0) in Groves (1982d). by examining

F(z) I'or O < z < z the relative contributions of water vapour

and ozone heating to the (2,2,2) oscillation at LO km (or

indeed at any greater height) may be assessed.

Fig . 3, which is taken from Groves (]982d), shows ,o(z)

on ,n arbit2ary scale for a non-dissirative atmosi here having

pressure scale heim.ht values at 0(2)26 km of 8.?5, 8.46, 8.14,

',K,.53, 6.95, 6.o3, 6.22, 5.90, 5.Q-, 6.14, 6.24, 6.59,

6.') km and at 28(2)150 km from the :ean OIRA (13'22). irom

Fi,-. 3 we .ee th-t '. chamnes sigrn at 14 -m which is a hei_'ibt

interi:ediate to the reg;ions of water va-pour ano o-one heating,

a.:d therefo:e t;:e contributicns of these two reigions of ieatin-

to F(z S ) will oe of opposite sign. This result is apparent in

Fig.T .. whee tne conoinuous line shows tue January profile of

F(z) or an z ,i'Jtrary scale; and furthermore we sce that the

troposphuric contribution F(zT) is, in absolute magnitude, a

small fraction (abost 2&,,) of' the stratospheric cortribution

F(z.) - F(z,). The tide propagating; into the thermosphere

from- below is therefore primarily generated by ozone heating

and suffers a partial reduction from water vapour heating.

The F(z) orofiles calculated for April, July and October lie

too close to the January one to be conveniently plotted in

Fig. 4.
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The main .ource of error in calculatinf,; water va pouIr hcjtin

and hence F(%) is considered to be the dita for water vaoilr

assor.;tion. T.ee results given here are based on the absorption

coefficients of Somerville et al. (1974), whereas heating rates

based on alternatively available coefficients may be about 30-,

,relater (Groves, 1982a). The effect of such uncertainties on

F(z ) is however diminished by the predoi ,inan of the ozone

eat in;: for exa zle, a1,0. increase in -F(..:,. would lead to

a chanre in F(z S ) of about 8o.. This situition

coitrj sts wi.tP that of the (1,1,1) mode for which, -ater v wacur

neatinv: orovides the m 7jor contribution to F(z 5 ) (Groves, i ,,. c).

The main source of error in calculatin2: the ozcne heatin,;

arise s fro", uTccrtaimties in ozone densities particularly above

5C0 , where i idividual obs,-erva tions at the same

In Ltude Lay differ by ai factor of two or more. 6uch

v I'i.tion; IIve a relatively sm:.all effect on F(,,.,) is above

50 V. both '.4( ) an U( J ) in (1) are tailin,; away to nearly

zero: for ex:z. : .e, if J is increased by 25> , at 50-60. km and by

50, :,t 60-,U k , F(z ) increase,; by only 6%.

Fina~ly F(,) has een evaluated for the earlier heatin:,;

rofi le (t!,e dashed lines in Fi:js. 1 and 2) and the result

tie danned line in Fig. 4. The increased value obtained

for P( w i1 ,I the earlier heating arises from thje higher ozone

rtic:iLn!'; rates (Fi;;. 2). As upward encvyy flux depends on

2
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will be obtained with the new heating rates than that

previously calculated.

4. Lean (2,2,2) enerFy flux E entering the lower thermosrhere

Values of E, the global mean of the time-averaged upward

energy flux have been calculated using equ. 11.9 of Groves

(1982d) for a non-dissipative atmosphere with the pressure

scale height profile defined in Section 3. Above 105 km,

the values obtain d for -E vary by only a few per cent with

heiiht as the atmosphere becomes non-reflective to the (2,2,2)

node. The actual height above 105 km at which 7 is

evaluated is therefore inconsequential: tLe values in Table I

were calculated au 125 I. ,e shall also refer to Eo, the

equatorial time-averaged energy flux. he have

whlere 0 ° is the equatorial value of the (2,2,2) iough
0U

function 8. Equ. 2 follows from the definition of -E, the

latitudinal dependence of tidal energy flux on D2 and the

normalization 2 2 dpi = 1, where is the cosine of

colatitude.

Table 1 shows that the energy fluxes evaluated for

January, April, July and October are less by a factor of about

2.4 than the earlier result. An equatorial flux of about

0.12 ni/m 2 at the equinoxes (April and October values) is

I
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Table 1. Mean (2,2,2) energv flix f- enter'inr the lower

thermosohere and the corresnondinr, eatorial

value E calculated for the profiles in Fips.

1 and 2. Units are 
2

Heating rate profiles from Figs. 1 and 2

Jan Apr Jul Oct Dashed Lindzen and
line blake (1970)

0.051 0.050 0.045 0.053 0.12 -

E 0 0 .119 0.117 0.104 0.123 0.28 0.3-0.4

now pi-edicted comuared with 0.28 L which is obtained if

the present analysis is applied to the earlier heating.

This latter value compares satisfactorily with the lower end

of the rankle of' possible values (0.5-0.4 mW/m 2 ) taken by

Lindzen & Blake (1970) who used the same heating but not the

same basic profile of atmospheric scale heigdht. The actual

result for the energy flux depends on the assumed scale height

profile, and it was for this reason that Lindzen & Blake

(1970) took values of 0.5 and 0.4 mW/im2 to corresporid with

reasonable variations in the basic atmosphere.
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5. Annual variation of E

As I has been evaluated for only January, April, July

and October its yearly cycle is not well defined, nevertheless

these times of the year include periods of maximum and minimum

heating and should give a good indication of the yearly cycle.

The main conclusion to be drawn from Table 1 is the absence of

any appreciable annual variation in E: a small reduction in

July is shown amounting to about 13; of the average of the

January, April and October values which lie comparatively

close to one another. The yearly cycle of E therefore differs

appreciably from that for the (1,1,1) mode which shows a

semi-annual type of variation with July some 50,o lower than

April or October (Groves, 1982c).

6. Discussoon

The energry flux propagating into the lower thermosphere

in the (2,2,2) mode due to water vapour and ozone heating

has been estimated to have an equatorial value of close to

0.12 mW/m 2 with only a small annual variation (Table 1).

This value is noticeably smaller than the values of 0.3-0.4

mI'/M2 taken by Lindzen & Elake (1970), the reduction arising

mainly from the adoption of new ozone heating (Groves, 1982b).

By means of the one-dimensional heat conduction equation

Lindzen & Blake (1970) found that an upward tidal energy flux

of 0.4I mW/m 2 would increase exospheric temperature by more



tv: ~ ~ ~ I-u i, u,-0i t bn 1<3 . a liuo: :L LiUX Of 1.4 d!:

0:i tie ua. of 'Li:cir'caeI;;intcctu owtot

fiv iir; dct i ils he ric tLhat t idal1 criuriy flux of 0.*1., a/,

wi th the( LIn::IT V flux would ihcc"t' te exo2;:heric to:,.;c r1itu r

by / . Such es;tiuates apply to tiue equatur and ha;Lve

neo~lecetcl; latitudinal heat coziduction which would reuciL~t in

.. t.ak-e ii tidal ec-:v~y flux cf 0.0 / w cni

'o~rc~natVe of ue ilobal r~jean i'l rgyfux (Talble I), ,~

o~ a in ,;.oaaro~ie-dirc-nsona). I:ryan cxo3pn,.Cr!C

e pro tlu increa.a-e of '3 i,. jilt , ou .± tls in only; all

aj roxiia te calculatiori, it indicaite!s thait thie eidial

Li ce in 'A relativviy ,% ;in~or source of tr~orn;.hjierie ce:.ti
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